This paper gives a refinement of the results of Hunt and Kurtz (1994) on the dynamical behaviour of large loss networks. We introduce a Lyapunov function technique which, under the limiting regime of Kelly (1986) , enables the unique identification of limiting dynamics in many applications. This technique considerably simplifies much previous work in this area. We further apply it to the study of the dynamical behaviour of large single-resource loss systems under virtual partitioning, or dynamic trunk reservation, controls. We identify limiting dynamics under the above regime, describing the behaviour of the number of calls of each type in the system. We show that all trajectories of these dynamics converge to a single fixed point, which we identify. We identify also limiting stationary behaviour, including call acceptance probabilities.
Introduction
This paper presents a refinement of the results of Hunt and Kurtz (1994) on the dynamical behaviour of large loss networks. It then considers an application to the virtual partitioning control strategy of Mitra and Ziedins (1996) discussed below.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the dynamical behaviour of loss networks. Although such networks typically come to equilibrium very fast, an understanding of dynamical behaviour both permits the investigation of stability issues, and is often the only way to establish equilibrium behaviour-see Bean et al. (1997) and also the results of Section 3 of the present paper. Hunt and Kurtz (1994) prove a functional law of large numbers describing limiting dynamics in a sequence of loss networks in which arrival rates and capacities are allowed to grow in proportion. However, their result does not always identify these dynamics uniquely. In applications it is necessary to resort to further, ad hoc, arguments, and these usually only work in problems where the number of resource constraints is small-typically at most two. In Section 2 of this paper we give a result which shows how a Lyapunov function technique may be used to refine the original Hunt-Kurtz result in such a way as to permit the unique identification of limiting dynamics in considerably more complex problems. While we give a simple application in that section, our main use of the technique is in the study of the virtual partitioning control scheme considered in Section 3.
Virtual partitioning is a mechanism for sharing the capacity of a resource between a number of competing call types, while preventing any call type from overwhelming the others. Here we consider the classical model of a single-resource loss system modified as follows. Calls of each type r are accepted if there is sufficient available capacity to do so, except when those type r calls already in progress occupy capacity in excess of some suitable threshold C r . In that case, any further call of this type is accepted only if the resulting free capacity in the network will be greater than or equal to some suitably chosen reservation parameter t r . Here t r effectively acts as a "trunk reservation" parameter which is operative only when the number of type r calls already in progress is sufficiently large.
In a large network only a modest value of each t r is required to ensure that the capacity occupied by type r calls cannot significantly exceed C r except only when there would otherwise be spare capacity in the system. This result, which is a property of (rapidly achieved) equilibrium behaviour, is a consequence of the analysis of Section 3.
Control mechanisms based on the use of reservation parameters have both been used and investigated for a long time-see Kelly (1991) for a review. However, virtual partitioning as a formal scheme was first proposed by Mitra and Ziedins (1996) . The idea has since been applied in several contexts-see, for example, Borst and Mitra (1998) , Kumaran and Mitra (1998) and Mitra, Reiman and Wang (1997) . The policy has properties of fairness and efficiency, and is robust under deviations from the engineered load.
In Section 3 we investigate the limiting dynamics of a loss system with virtual partitioning in a sequence of large loss networks as above, under the assumption of a slowly growing reservation parameter. We prove stability and deduce also limiting equilibrium behaviour, including call acceptance probabilities.
For general reviews of loss networks, see, in particular, Kelly (1991) and Ross (1995) .
Refinement of the Hunt-Kurtz theory
In this section we give a brief description of the Hunt-Kurtz theory of large loss networks.
We generalise the original description to permit consideration of a wider class of control strategies-for example the virtual partitioning strategy studied in Section 3. We then give a refinement (Theorem 2.1) to this theory which, in many applications, can be used to uniquely identify limiting dynamics.
As discussed in Section 1, the theory is concerned with the dynamical behaviour of loss networks with large capacities and arrival rates, and with the establishment of a functional law of large numbers for a suitably normalised version of the dynamics. Thus we consider a sequence of networks, indexed by a scale parameter N , with a common set of call types indexed in a finite set R. For the N th member of the sequence, calls of each type r ∈ R arrive as a Poisson process of rate κ r (N ), where
A call of type r is accepted, or else rejected and lost, as described below. If accepted, it remains in the network for a period of time which is exponentially distributed with mean µ −1 r independent of N . All arrival processes and call holding times are statistically independent. Define n N (t) = (n N r (t), r ∈ R), where n N r (t) is the number of calls of type r in progress at time t.
We now give the rules for call acceptance. Let A = (A jr , j ∈ J, r ∈ R), where J is a finite set and each A jr ∈ Z + (the set of nonnegative integers). For each N , let
Again for each N , define the process
We assume that, for some J 1 ⊆ J and for each j ∈ J 1 , the process m N j (·) ∈ Z + . This corresponds to the interpretation of each such j as indexing a resource of capacity C j (N ) where a call of each type r requires A jr units of this capacity.
and let D = j∈J Z j be the product set. A call of type r arriving at time t is accepted if and only if m N (t−) belongs to some appropriate subset of D (see below), which depends on r but is independent of N . The introduction of the set J 2 (with appropriately defined A jr and C j (N ) for each j ∈ J 2 ) permits the consideration of, for example, trunk reservation strategies in which the trunk reservation parameter grows with N , and also the virtual partitioning strategy considered in Section 3.
In order to obtain the functional law of large numbers of Hunt and Kurtz (1994), we require an additional condition on each of the acceptance sets. Compactify each of the sets Z j to Z ∆ j where
where the topologies are those of the usual one-point compactification of Z + for j ∈ J 1 and the analogous two-point compactification of Z for j ∈ J 2 . Give E = j∈J Z ∆ j the corresponding product topology. Let C be the collection of subsets F of E such that the indicator function I F is continuous. (For F to belong to C it is necessary and sufficient that there exists some M ∈ Z + with the following property: for m ∈ E such that, for
and sign m j = sign m j .) We regard the acceptance sets as subsets of E (although, for each N , the process m N (·) is of course confined to the space D ⊂ E) and require that, for all N , a call of type r arriving at time t is accepted if and only if m N (t−) ∈ A r , where A r ∈ C. This condition is satisfied for all reasonable control strategies. Now, for each N , define the normalised process
Following Hunt and Kurtz (1994) , define also the random occupation measure ν N on [0, ∞) × E, associated with the process m N (·), by
(where B(E) is the Borel σ-algebra induced by the above topology
Again following Hunt and Kurtz, L 0 (E) is given the topology corresponding to weak convergence of the measures restricted to [0, t] × E for each t.
We are interested in any possible 'fluid limit' process x(·) of the process x N (·) (see, for example, Kelly (1991) ). Note that any such limit necessarily takes values in the space
For each x ∈ X, let m x (·) be the Markov process on E with transition rates given by
where A r denotes the vector (A jr , j ∈ J) and ∞ ± a = ∞ for any a ∈ Z + . Then the process m x (·) is reducible, and so does not always have a unique invariant distribution. 
and that any weakly convergent subsequence has a limit (x(·), ν) which obeys the relations (2.6)
Here, for each t, π t is some invariant distribution of the Markov process m x(t) (·) and additionally satisfies
Remark 2.1. For a discussion of these results-which involve a separation, in the limit, of the time scales of the processes x N (·) and m N (·)-again see Hunt and Kurtz (1994) .
The conditions (2.8) and (2.9) are easily seen to hold by noting that, for any j, away from the boundary region r∈R A jr x r = C j in X, the limiting dynamics x(·) may be deduced without reference to the control j.
Depending on the model under study, it may or may not now be the case that there exists a function π on X (each value of which is a probability distribution on E) with the property that, for all convergent subsequences, we may take π t above to be given by π t = π x(t) . In particular if there does exist such a function we may then define a velocity
so that (2.6) becomes
However, Hunt (1995) gives some, rather pathological, examples in which the function π fails to exist.
There remains now the general problem in applications of establishing the existence of such a function π and of identifying it. For each t, the state space of the process m x(t) (·) fragments into 2 J 1 × 3 J 2 closed components, each of which is usually not further reducible.
Each of these components may have an associated invariant distribution, and, subject to the restrictions imposed by the conditions (2.8) and (2.9), the above results merely require the distribution π t to be some convex combination of these (extreme) invariant distributions.
In previous work-see Hunt and Kurtz (1994) , Hunt (1995) , Hunt and Laws (1997), Bean et al. (1995 Bean et al. ( , 1997 , Alanyali (1999) -the distribution π t , t ≥ 0, is usually identified by making use of the further observation that the process x(·) must necessarily remain within the space X. This observation, however, only provides sufficient additional information in quite simple examples, where the set J is small. Otherwise, it is necessary to further refine the limiting theory described above to establish additional properties of the distribution π t , essentially via some form of tightness argument. We give below, in Theorem 2.1, a very general result (see also the further discussion at the end of this section). Once established, this result considerably simplifies the arguments used in earlier work to identify π t . The theorem further permits the identification of π t in more complex models. An example is the virtual partitioning strategy considered in Section 3.
For any function f on D, and for each 
A jr x r = C j for all j ∈ K and x ∈ X , (2.15) the function f depends only on those m j with j ∈ K,
where
Suppose also that x(t) ∈ X for all t in some interval T . Then, in (2.6) and (2.7), we
Proof. As in Hunt and Kurtz (1994), we take the convergent subsequence of {(x N (·), ν N )} and its limit (x(·), ν) to be defined on a common probability space (Ω, F, P ) in such a way that the convergence is almost sure. We show first that, given any closed interval [t 1 , t 2 ] ⊆ T and 0 < λ < 1, for all sufficiently large a,
where, here and elsewhere, N indexes the convergent subsequence. It follows from (2.12), 
and also (by considering the Taylor expansion of e θf and using (2.13) and (2.19))
Note that the relationships (2.19) and ( 
Now apply this result to j ∈ K: it follows from (2.2), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) that there
The weak convergence of x N (t 1 ) to x(t 1 ), together with (2.19), now ensures that the time Since δ may be taken arbitrarily small, routine probability estimates now show that, given 
and so, since F (a) is compact,
is an arbitrary interval within T , the result now follows from (2.7). in the rest of this paper. Note that in particular the conditions (2.14) and (2.15) are required simply to ensure that, in the above proof, f (m N (t 1 )) is sufficiently close toā.
Theorem 2.1 goes some considerable way to closing the gap in the Hunt-Kurtz theory with respect to the unique identification of the limiting dynamics x(·). In applications it is usually possible, for each x ∈ X, to guess that part of the state space E on which is concentrated the relevant stationary distribution of the process m x (·), and then to verify this result using Theorem 2.1 and an appropriate choice of one or more Lyapunov functions. (There is of course great flexibility here.) We give a detailed example of this strategy in the study of the virtual partitioning problem in Section 3. We complete the present section by giving a fairly simple example which nevertheless allows us to make some important points. 
Consider first the problem of identifying π t (insofar as it is unique)
r∈R A jr x r = C j for all j ∈ J and α(x) > 0}. (Note in particular that, for t such that r∈R A jr x r < C j for some j, then, by Remark 2.1, the problem effectively reduces to one of smaller dimension.) Apply Theorem 2.1 with X = Y , 
is nevertheless required to identify limiting dynamics insofar as this is possible, and, for his example, is proved by Hunt using a quite complex coupling argument. This again does not extend to the more general situation considered here, where some result such as Theorem 2.1 is essential.
Given the result (2.21), a general treatment of the two-resource case J = {1, 2} is completed, using more elementary arguments, as in Bean et al. (1997) . In higher dimensions any treatment is necessarily more complex. We see an example in the analysis of the virtual partitioning problem of Section 3, where we effectively have
and the choice of Lyapunov function for Theorem 2.1 is nontrivial.
Loss systems under virtual partitioning
We study the virtual partitioning problem described in the Introduction. We consider a sequence of networks as described in Section 2, and show the existence of a velocity field for the limiting dynamics. We then show that all trajectories of these dynamics converge to a single fixed point, and thereby establish also equilibrium behaviour. As in (2.2) we have
We also assume
The condition (3.4) includes the optimal growth rate log N of the reservation parameter t(N ) (see Key, 1990) .
In
The process m N (·) takes values in the space D = {m = (m, m r ,m r ) :m ∈ Z + , m r ∈ Z,m r ∈ Z, r ∈ R}. The space D is compactified to E as described in Section 2. The acceptance sets A r ∈ E, r ∈ R, are given by (3.8) A r = {m : m r ≥ e r ,m ≥ e r } ∪ {m: m r < e r ,m r ≥ e r }.
We now consider the limiting dynamics x(·) defined in Section 2. Formally, x(·) is the limit associated with any convergent subsequence of the sequence {(x N (·), ν N )} defined there; however, it turns out that, for the results of this section, the limit x(·) is unique.
Note that x(·) takes values in the space X = {x ∈ R R + : r e r x r ≤ C}. Define the function α on X and, for each r ∈ R, the functions α r , γ r on X by
(=α(x)−e r (κ r −µ r x r ) ). (3.11)
We now define various subsets of X on which it will be necessary to consider separately the behaviour of the process x(·). Define the sets
Note that it is clear from (2.6) that, for almost all t such that x(t) ∈ Y , we have π t (A r ) < 1 for at least one r ∈ R-see also Theorem 3.1. Define also the following subsets of Y : is treated as a "hard constraint" on the number of type r calls in progress. This is an instance of the classical control strategy studied by Kelly (1986) where, for each N , calls are accepted subject only to a set of linear constraints on the resulting process (x * ) N (·).
The results of Bean et al. (1997) show that, for the corresponding limiting dynamics x * (·), there exists a unique velocity field v * on {x ∈ X : e r x r ≤ C r for all r ∈ R}. This velocity field may be determined as in that paper, but what will be important here is that there is a unique point x * , defined following (3.23), to which all trajectories of x * (·) converge-see the proof of Theorem 3.2.
For each fixed r ∈ R, consider also the simple "trunk reservation" control strategy in which a call of type r = r is accepted if and only if (See, for example, Hunt and Laws (1997) .) Note also that, for x ∈ Y and α r (x) ≤ 0, the conditions (3.13) and (3.15) determine v r uniquely.
We now return to consideration of the limiting dynamics x(·) corresponding to the virtual partitioning controls described at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique velocity field v on X for the limiting dynamics x(·),
given by To prove (3.17) note that, for any r, the result is clear for x ∈ U r \ U r , since here the limiting dynamics are as for the simple trunk reservation control strategy described above. To show (3.17) for x ∈ U r , we argue similarly to the proof of (3.16). Let T now be any measurable set, contained within a finite interval, such that, for all t ∈ T , x(t) ∈ U r . Then, from (2.6) and the definition of U r ,
and, since γ r (x) ≤ 0 for all x ∈ U r , it follows that π t (A s ) = 1 for all s = r (and γ r (x) = 0) for almost all t ∈ T . Thus we may define a velocity field v on U r by v s (x) = κ s − µ s x s for s = r and s∈R e s v s (x) = 0. From a comparison of (3.10) and (3.11), we also have To prove (3.18) note that the result is once again straightforward for x ∈ V \ r∈R V r , since here it is clear that the limiting dynamics are as for the classical "hard constraint" control strategy described above. It thus remains to consider, for any fixed r, the behaviour of x(·) on the set V r . Here, to apply the theory of Section 2, we need only consider the componentsm x (·), m x,r (·) andm x,r (·) of the process m x (·). Since, from (3.12), the reservation regions do not overlap, these components correspond to the only controls relevant to the dynamics of the process x(·) on the set V r -again Remark 2.1. That the componentm x,r (·) is relevant here follows since, from (3.3) and (3.4) , lim N →∞ (C(N ) − t r (N ))/N = C while s∈R e s x s = C for all x ∈ V r . From (2.5), these components have joint transition rates given by (where A r is as given by (3.8)). Figure 1 illustrates these transition rates where we take just one s = r; note, from (3.5) and (3.7), the informal coupling of them andm r axes, which are shown coincident, although with different origins. We shall show below that (where again π t is as defined by (2.6)). We also have It now follows that the limiting dynamics x(·) on the set V r are the same as would obtain if the set A r were replaced by the set A * r defined above and corresponding to the "hard constraint" control strategy. That a unique velocity field for these dynamics now exists on V r , and is given by v(x) = v * (x), follows from the results of Bean et al. (1997) .
(Indeed the results there show that, on V r , the velocity field is identified by the further
It thus remains to establish the result (3.20). We shall do this by applying Theorem 2.1, for each > 0, with the sets X and F of that theorem given by X = V r, = {x ∈
, the result (3.20) will then follow.
Thus fix > 0. In order to define the Lyapunov function f , define first the functionsĥ andf on Z + , and the functions h r and f r on Z bŷ It is now easy to check that there exists a constant c, independent of k, such that
where, for each x ∈ V r, , the function φ x on D is given by 
Similarly, for all m ∈ D 2 , we haveĥ(m) = 1 and so, for all such m and for all x ∈ V r, ,
m, andĥ(m) = 0 wheneverm <ê, it follows from the above expressions for φ x (m) and from (3.22) that we may choose a sufficiently small > 0 and k sufficiently large so that Remark 3.1. It is readily verified from (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13)-(3.15) that, for x ∈ U r \ U r , v r (x) = v r r (x) has opposite sign to γ r (x). It is therefore not entirely surprising that, for x belonging to the boundary set U r ∪ V r , the threshold control associated with calls of type r behaves as a "hard constraint" if and only if γ r (x) > 0, that is, x ∈ V r . What is now interesting is that, from Theorem 3.1 and for x ∈ V r , the above threshold control behaves exactly as the classical hard constraint control.
We are now in a position to characterise the behaviour of the limiting dynamics. Definex = (x r , r ∈ R) ∈ R R + byx r = κ r /µ r , r ∈ R. For each r ∈ R, define also x r ∈ R R by x r s =x s for s = r and s∈R e s x r s = C. Define also the function g on X by g(x) = r∈R g r (x r ), where (3.23) g r (x r ) = x r log κ r − x r log µ r x r + x r , r ∈ R.
Note that each of the functions g r , and so also the function g, is strictly concave on X.
Let x * maximise g subject to the constraints r∈R e r x r ≤ C, e r x r ≤ C r , r ∈ R.
For the classical "hard constraint" control strategy, in which the acceptance sets are the regions A * r considered earlier in this section, Kelly (1986) shows x * to be the point on which is concentrated the limiting equilibrium distribution of the corresponding normalised dynamics (x * ) N (·). Zachary (2000, Theorem 2.2) further shows that all trajectories of these dynamics converge to x * . Now define the heavy traffic condition (see Bean et al., 1995 
Proof. Let v again denote the velocity field for the limiting dynamics x(·), as given by Theorem 3.1. DefineX = {x ∈ X : x r ≤x r for all r}. We assume until further notice that x(0) ∈X and so also, from (2.10), x(t) ∈X for all t ≥ 0. Since, when the heavy traffic condition (3.24) does not hold,X = {x ∈ R R + : x r ≤x r for all r} ⊂ X \ Y , the result (i) is here immediate from (3.16). Now consider any r ∈ R and x ∈ U r ∩X; from (3.17) (3.14) , v r (x) = −µ r x r ≤ −µ r C r /e r . We thus obtain
Now suppose that the condition (3.24) does hold, and continue to assume x(0) ∈X. Note that then, from (3.9), B ∩X ⊆ Y . Hence, easily from (3.16), there exists t 0 such that,
Suppose first that the further condition (3.25) also holds for some r ∈ R, which, straightforwardly from (3.12) and (3.24), is unique. Then, from the definition of x r and (3.25),
e r x r r ≥ C r . It thus follows from the definition of U r and (3.28) that, if x ∈ B ∩X and x r > x r r , then x ∈ U r . Thus, from (3.27) and (3.28), lim t→∞ x r (t) ≤ x r r . The result (ii) now follows by again using (3.28) and the definition of x r . Now suppose, alternatively, that the condition (3.26) holds (in addition to (3.24)). Then, for each r ∈ R, e r x r r < C r and so, from (3.27 ) and the definition of U r , v r (x) is negative and bounded away from zero on the set U r . It now follows from (3.28) that the process x(·) eventually exits each set U r for ever. Thus the result (3.28) may be strengthened to conclude that there exists t 1 such that, almost surely, x(t) ∈ V ∩X for all t ≥ t 1 . The result (iii) now follows from Finally, when we do not necessarily assume x(0) ∈X, observe that, since v r (x) ≤ κ r − µ r x r for all x ∈ X, r ∈ R, we nevertheless have lim t→∞ x r (t) ≤x r for all r ∈ R. Thus entirely routine modifications are required to extend the above proof to this more general case.
Remark 3.2. Note also that, given x(0), the limiting dynamics (x(t), t ≥ 0) are uniquely determined (almost surely). This follows straightforwardly from the uniqueness of the velocity field v and its continuity on each of the sets X \ Y , U r , V r and V \ r∈R V r -see also Zachary (1996) .
We now describe limiting equilibrium behaviour. (1997). That theorem also shows that the stationary free-capacity distribution is given by π x (where this is as defined in Section 2). The second assertion is now immediate from (2.6) on taking x(0) =x.
We now use an extremal principle to consider, briefly and informally, the relaxation of condition (3.12) that no two of the reservation regions overlap. For each r ∈ R, define the concave functionĝ r on R + bŷ
(where g r is as given by (3.23)). Define also the functionĝ on X byĝ(x) = r∈Rĝ r (x r ).
Letx be any fixed point of the velocity field v (in any convergent subsequence such that this exists). Suppose also that the heavy traffic condition (3.24) holds-otherwise it is again trivial thatx =x. Clearlyx r ≤x r for all r ∈ R. Then, as previously, it follows easily thatx ∈ Y . Under the further condition (3.29)x r ≥ C r /e r ∧x r for all r ∈ R, it is trivial that, for each r,x r maximisesĝ r over R + , and sox maximisesĝ over B. Now assume, instead of (3.29), the alternative further condition (3.30)x r < C r /e r ∧x r for some r ∈ R (which of course implies (3.24)). If also the condition (3.12) does hold, thenx ∈ V . (This follows since if, instead,x ∈ U r for some r, then, by Theorem 3.2,x = x r implying (3.29).)
Thus here, by Theorem 3.2,x = x * , where x * is as defined earlier following (3.23). More generally, under (3.30) but when the condition (3.12) does not necessarily hold, we again expect thatx = x * . The informal explanation for this is that the condition (3.30) implies that, in the network sequence and at points which converge tox as N → ∞, the proportion of calls of type r, and so of every call type, which are rejected due to the total capacity constraint (given by the first equation in (3.1)) tends to a nonzero limit. Thus, from consideration of the limiting regime and in particular the condition lim N →∞ t r (N ) = ∞, we expect the threshold constraints to behave atx as classical "hard constraints"; however, as previously mentioned, x * is the unique fixed point of the velocity field defined by these hard constraints, implyingx = x * as required. Since also, under (3.30),x ∈ Y ⊆ B, it then follows thatx then maximises the function g over {x ∈ B : e r x r ≤ C r for all r} and so maximisesĝ over B. A rigorous proof of this result would require an appropriate generalisation of Theorem 3.1.
We thus expect that, under the heavy traffic condition (3.24), any fixed point of the limiting dynamics maximisesĝ over B. However, in the absence of the condition (3.12), the functionĝ is no longer necessarily strictly concave within the intersection of two or more of the reservation regions, and so the fixed pointx may not be uniquely determined.
This is entirely to be expected: in order to obtain unique behaviour here we would have to be considerably more specific than equation (3.4) about the relative limiting behaviour of the reservation parameters t r (N ). See Hunt and Laws (1997) for a further discussion of these issues.
Examples
We give two examples for the virtual partitioning scheme described in the previous section.
In each example we take e r = 1 for all r ∈ R; the choice of the remaining parameters C, C r , κ r and µ r , r ∈ R is such that both the condition (3.12) and the the heavy traffic condition (3.24) are satisfied. It thus follows from Theorem 3.2 that (almost surely) the trajectories of the limiting dynamics x(·) converge to the unique fixed pointx ∈ Y identified in the previous section. For each example we give a figure. The upper panel shows these trajectories for a set of starting points x(0) and identifies the fixed pointx.
The lower panel shows simulated trajectories for the corresponding (finite) network with the same call characteristics, capacity C, thresholds C r and arrival rates κ r , r ∈ R. These simulations use the same set of starting points. The values of C, C r and κ r are chosen sufficiently large that, provided the reservation parameters t r , r ∈ R, (the values of which which are only relevant to the simulated trajectories for the finite network) are chosen not too close to zero, we expect reasonable agreement between the limiting trajectories and the simulated trajectories.
Example 1 has two types of call with C = 1500, κ 1 = 1500, κ 2 = 800, µ 1 = 1, µ 2 = 2 and C r = 1000, t r = 5 for r = 1, 2. The fixed pointx is here given byx = (1100, 400) ∈ U 1 . Figure 2 shows the corresponding limiting and simulated trajectories in the space Xbut not their time dependence. However, all trajectories in general move fairly rapidly to the fixed point (within about 2 time units in every case). In this example the set B \ Y = {x ∈ B : x 2 ≥ 800} is non-empty, and is indicated on the plot as the dotted region on the boundary B.
Example 2 has three types of call with C = 1500, κ 1 = 1500, κ 2 = 960, κ 3 = 120, µ 1 = µ 3 = 1, µ 2 = 2 and C r = 1000, t r = 5 for r = 1, 2, 3. The fixed pointx for this system is given byx = (1000, 400, 100) ∈ V 1 . The limiting and simulated trajectories in 
